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HUSSHIBA Coin, launching in February 2022 
and presenting itself to the world as the Hus-
band of Shiba, HUSSHIBA will be the fastest 
growing cryptocurrency of its kind 
(Meme-Project), and will have multiple ways 
to reward holders seeking to be a Token. 
Self-sustaining, among the many is automat-
ically rewarding holders in Binance Pegged 
USD ($BUSD), a regulated stablecoin pegged 
1-1 to the US dollar.
  It is a decentralized platform that bridges 
the gap between crypto and �at currencies 
and brings the bene�ts of the crypto world 
to ordinary people.  Based on the Binance 
Smart Chain, it has up to 10x faster block 
speeds and lower gas fees compared to 
many competing projects in this space.

 HUSSHIBA Coin is proud to be the world's 
�rst meme token with a yield generation 
project converting the entire �ow into 
Crypto Mining and rewarding its holders in 
$BUSD and Staking with a �xed APY of $HSH.
Setting a new standard in DeFi Tokenomics 
with its innovative and revolutionary token 
distribution strategy.
  HUSSHIBA is intended to be sustained for 
the longer term to generate passive income 
and capital growth for all its holders.  Due to 
stablecoin rewards being paid out on all 
transactions, investors bene�t in both rising 
and falling markets, as well as being able to 
self-decide whether their returns are in $HSH 
or StableCoin within the Web packages and 
MarketPlace.

company information
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   Being the �rst cryptocurrency that a BanKrypto will create, o�ering users with facilities the di�erent 
options to receive returns on their capital, rewarding its users in di�erent packages adjusted to $BUSD or 
$HSH.
  In turn, o�er a DeFi in the palm of your hands, loans, Pool, maintain an active balance in USDT, BUSD, 
HUSSHIBA and be able to use your Card to pay wherever you like online. 

  HUSSHIBA, we seek to be leaders among all cryptocurrencies.
With its anti-Whale system, HUSSHIBA allows you to own a maximum of 1% of the total supply which is 
1,000,000 HSH Tokens per wallet. HUSSHIBA discourages Whale sales by limiting any sale amount to a 
maximum of 0.25% of The total supply, which is 250,000 HSH Tokens per 12 Hours. 

1% Max per Wallet 
0.25% Max per Sell per transaction wallet (every 12 hours) 

  Note: This anti-whale system applies to all holders and wallets, including team wallets, Devs, marketing, 
everything.

  HUSSHIBA holders earn rewards in Binance Pegged USD, a �rst in crypto history.
With each transaction, a small percentage of tokens are automatically transferred to the PancakeSwap 
liquidity pool.

  HUSSHIBA There will be in a NFT market to buy, sell, lend and earn, other products such as HSH MINT 
Platform, HSH Wallet, Staking Pools and HSH Exchange will be launched Q4 2022, then better BanKrypto 
in 2023, an active dApps panel where you can buy and exchange $HSH, along with Track your BUSD 
rewards.  

  This ecosystem provides entertainment and utility for $HSH holders and ensures continued volume, 
rewards and MUTUAL capital growth.

O�cial Smart Contract 
HUSSHIBA 

0x5dDc6ad04252fdf37661DB9013e3dB555D713F77

the project
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  On Binance Smart Chain (BSC), HUSSHIBA is the next generation of re�ection token: the �rst re�ec-
tion token to optimize user earnings both now and in the future.  Simply hold $HSH tokens to auto-
matically receive a 2% prorated share of every $BUSD transaction.  This is automatically transferred 
to your wallet every 60 minutes.
  HUSSHIBA has a total supply of 100,000,000 HSH.  From the initial release.
  

2% of each transaction is redistributed to holders in Binance-linked $BUSD, which is automatically 
paid out every 60 minutes. 

2% of each transaction is transferred to Smart Contract for the strategic reserve of execution and 
development of rewards for Crypto mining. 

2% of each transaction is transferred to the great e�ort of dApps development (Exchange, wallet, 
BanKrypto)

2% of all transactions are dedicated to Marketing e�orts. 

Buy 8%
Sale 8%

PROTOCOL
TOKENOMICS
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  HUSSHIBA will record one of the 
fastest growing and most active 

communities in the history of 
cryptocurrencies.

Community

HUSSHIBA is here to stay!  Having 
already established ourselves as 

one of the top emerging projects in 
Q1 2022 o�ers an immense oppor-

tunity for HUSSHIBA investors.  With 
the upcoming launch of a suite of 

exciting utilities, a strong and 
experienced team, and a healthy 

budget for marketing and develop-
ment, we aim to become one of the 
top cryptocurrencies in the world in 

2022-2023.

Longevity

  80% of new coin launches end up 
being scams, and another 15% fail 

in the �rst few months.

  In an industry where only 5% of 
projects survive, it is essential that a 

project is trustworthy and run by 
professionals with a proven track 

record in business.

  HUSSHIBA has published all 
relevant wallet addresses, including 
admin team wallets, project execu-
tion and locked liquidity regarding 

Web, Bank and Exchange.

Communicates all important busi-
ness decisions with the community.

No project has done more for 
community trust and contract 

security.

Trust

 The team behind HUSSHIBA is 
made up of a group of renowned 

professionals in the �eld of �nance, 
chain networks and marketing.

The team will communicate directly 
with the community through regu-

lar Voice AMA and chats on TELE-
GRAM, Instagram, TikTok, Twitter 

and YouTube.

Transparency

VALUES
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  In this majestic way of generating auto rewards, HUSSHIBA By using a unique set of smart contracts 
for Staking Pools, HUSSHIBA will be able to move some of the liquidity to the associated tokens by 
purchasing them in speci�c contract interactions, thus increasing the value of the associated tokens. 
Participants in the Pool will receive $HSH tokens in exchange for their contributions to the Pool. Being 
able to free will and of their own free will in a simple and fast way, increase positions to generate more, 
apply the reinvestment of pro�ts generated, withdraw pro�t and/or capital.

STAKING 

  Users can buy, lend, and sell all types of NFTs on the platform, including those obtained through 
collateral-settled loans.
This creates an unusually competitive market to buy NFTs at a discount to their standard market value.
  
Additionally, the market features a minting tool that allows users to create their own NFTs using 
images, videos, and other data.
  
The world's �rst decentralized marketplace to facilitate NFT and DeFi liquidity.
HUSSHIBA NFT Lending, which is based on BSC, will allow NFT owners to borrow against their NFTs as 
collateral at market rates without selling them.
  
This will be the �rst time that users can generate income from their NFTs without having to sell them.

NFT MARKET 
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  Buy, sell and trade your cryptocurrencies in a fully designed wallet for the latest revolutionary 
rewards tokens, alongside traditional cryptocurrency investing.
  
  Being so The �rst exchange of its kind designed to fully integrate the next generation of Crypto-Fiat.
   
 Complete and seamless tokenomics integration, allowing rewards in native and non-native curren-
cies to be paid out seamlessly and automatically to holders, along with the option to buy, sell and 
trade traditional cryptocurrencies.
  
 Giving Tokenomics function of multiple reward options fully integrated and practical, o�ering ease 
from the most novice to the most professional in the Crypto-Fiat area.
With the option to create an Online Card so that each user can make payments worldwide.

HSH WALLET,
EXCHANGE (DeFi) &
BanKrypto
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       -Kerat Nedal
       C.E.O. 

          

       -Ylime Otad 
       DEV / Senior Manager. 

         

       -Fessuoy Emizah 
       DEV / Business Development Lead. 

          

       -Demha Pchi
       DEV / Logistic & Community Lead. 

          

       -Ovatsug Somar
       Marketing Manager / Head Of Operations & Visual. 

       -Leirbag Azuos
       Art Designer & Marketing Technical Lead. 

To complete the development of the project: Namia Divad, Nilrad Zoé, Daruom T.

TEAM
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